
 

Windsor Forest TR Group

Minutes of Committee Meeting 30 Sep 21 by Zoom Conference

Present:

Mike Heelis (MH) - Group Leader
Barry Green (BG) - Social Secretary
Tim Bartholomew (TB) - Treasurer
Graham Smith (GS) - Coopted Member.

1.  Minutes of previous meeting were accepted and signed.

2.  Matters arising from previous minutes:

a.  Para 2 (3e(1)). Committee members to phone WFTR members allocat-
ed to each and collect data per membership review. Ongoing. 
 
b.  Para 6.  Christmas party.  A continued discussion was had about the 
Christmas party including venue presentation and drinks.  It was agreed.


(1). MH will ask Dave Hankin to confirm some of the venue details prior 
to he next meeting.  MH Completed and closed. 

(2). Further consideration to what drinks would be provided on the table 
or as arrival aperitif at the next meeting. All A wide ranging discussion 
took place and in the end it was agreed that £!!! would be put behind the 
bar for folk to have a paid for drink on arrival.  As soon as this amount is 
consumed there will be no further allocation of funds to boost it. TB 


c.  Para 7. MH will send out formal notification of the WFTR AGM in the 
Sep Newsletter and asking for and agenda proposals. MH to put another 
reminder in Oct newsletter.  MH 

d.  Para 8.  AOB. GS asked if the committee with like him and Michelle to 
produce WFTR mini Xmas cakes as they had done for the 2019 event.  
All agreed that this is a great idea.  GS To be completed and closed. 

3.  GL Report:  MH reported he had written the TR Action Article that day.
No news on Register Management team meetings, but he will check the 
website for updates.  See; https://www.tr-register.co.uk/past-issue/2021/08/0135/Decisions-and-
actions-from-the-MT-meeting-of-12-August-2021 for more detail. MH asked not to send 
out any further non WFTR TR Group newsletters.
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4.  Treasurers Report. TB had pre reported a statement of account by e-
mail to all.  The Cream Teas run produced a good profit for the club ac-
count.  Thanks to Graham and Michelle for their generosity.  

5.  Social Secretary report:  

a. BG had circulated an event list prior to the meeting which was 
discussed in detail. It was agree that a XL formatted planner should 
be populated with known events for next year and considered at the 
next meeting.  BG.  
 
b.  It was also agreed that we needed to be clear in our understand-
ing that if folk have made a suggestion for an event then they or 
some other volunteer will need to organise it.  Agreement was 
reached that an AGM slide should be developed with the potential 
events and as well speaking individually with event suggesters next 
years calendar will emerge.

6.  Planned events:

a.  Christmas party.  Planning is in hand, the event is open on the 
WFTR site and TB is collecting money due.  TB 

b.  Skittles for 22 Oct is now being organised by Kevin Warwick.  Mh 
to further advertise the event in the Oct newsletter and on 
Mailchimp as numbers are low.  MH  

c.  MH has been asked to emphasise the new years day lunch which 
is open on the website in the newsletter.  MH

7.  AGM:  

a.  MH will send out another formal notification of the WFTR AGM in 
the Oct newsletter.  MH. 

b.  Consideration by all needs to be given to awards at the AGM.  
Who will receive them and on what criteria base plus what they will 
be.  All.

8.  It was agreed that there will be no review of the WFTR logo at this 
time.

9.  AOB:

a.  The adequacy off the current club night location was discussed 
as it is considered that when we have a full house it will be too 
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small.  All to look at and consider alternatives.  All  
 
b.  MH agreed to look at GL rules to explore if we can charge a sub 
for attendance at club night.  MH  

c.  We have received an invite to a car show by Anton Rotary Club at 
Weyhill on 18 Apr 22.  Barry will investigate.  BG 
 
d.  BG asked GS if he could check the WFTR website about:

(1) Event cut off dates. GS
(2). Registration for events process. GS

9.  Date of next meeting: 28 Oct 21 at 1930hrs by Zoom.
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